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                  Intro



Bitcoin is here to stay. It’s estimated that more than 300 million people worldwide own or use crypto in 2021. 65% of these are Bitcoin holders, and that number is only expected to increase.

As our world becomes increasingly computerized, Bitcoin is the digital gold. As Max Kieser said: “I think anybody who is interested in keeping their money safe from the criminal banking system would want gold, silver, and Bitcoin.”

This is not without good reason. Bitcoin has caused financial freedom for millions around the world. For example, $22 invested in Bitcoin in 2012 would be $1 million today.

BTC’s scarcity aspect plays a large part in this. Its supply is limited to 21 million coins and 83% of them have already been mined. So many feel like the clock is ticking when it comes to getting a position on Bitcoin.
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                        Bitcoin Up Solution

                        PEER TO PEER NETWORK
Decentralized peer to peer blockchain network with smart contract to cutoff intermediaries.

                        DISTRIBUTED DATA STORAGE
Encrypted data shredded and stored on different nodes to improve data security.

                        USER CREDIT PASSPORT
Cross application user credit passport with a proprietary credit rating algorithm to effectively record user behaviour.

                        TOKEN INCENTIVE
Tokenized ecosystem to increase participation and engagement of both users and enterprises.

						OUR PARTNER:
We would like to introduce you our main partner: Bitcoin Up.

						
                     

                     

                  


            

         

         
            
               	
                     

                     

                        There are two major roles that drive the Bitcoin Up ecosystem, users and developers.

                        Ecosystem of Bitcoin Up

                        Users can be categorized in service users, independent service providers and enterprise service providers. They use or provide services on Bitcoin Up. Independent developers or Bitcoin Up foundation developers create and maintain the infrastructure of Bitcoin Up.

                        They interact with each other, establishing their distinct values to make Bitcoin Up a better ecosystem.

                     

                  


            

         

                 
            
               
                  What is Bitcoin Up?



Back in the early days of Bitcoin, getting hold of it wasn’t exactly easy. Users had to navigate a proverbial minefield of dodgy traders and fraudsters seeking to take advantage of newbie investors.

Bitcoin Up software was started as a solution to this. Founded by once-beginner traders like you, they saw the profit potential in crypto and decided to start trading and later reinvested their earnings into building the Bitcoin Up trading system.
 
Its mission was to provide a safe and secure way to connect investors with trustworthy brokers and provide one of the most trustworthy trading robots around.

Their aim? To provide a trading robot that would give new investors the ability to potentially make profits without having to jump through the hoops associated with conventional investing.


               

            

         

        
         
         

         
         
         
            
               	
                     
                        Technical Framework

                        Consensus
Ripple Protocol Consensus Algorithm

                        Smart Contract System
Smart contract with virtual machines that support C++ and Solidity language and convenient SQL commands within smart contract storage system.

                        Distributed Shared Ledger
DHT (Distributed hash table) based distributed storage protocol with data being indexed by file content (Hash) instead of a file path (URL) and large files will be partitioned into fixed-size data chunks and distributed across multiple nodes.

                        Encryption Mechanism
Elliptic Curve Cryptography

                        System Performance
1000~ TPS

                     

                     

                  


            

         

         
      
            
               
                  Why Bitcoin Up?



Alongside the various benefits of the Bitcoin up trading software is its ease of use. There has rarely been a more seamless option to get involved in crypto than what this automated trading software offers.

Signing up – The first step is to get signed up to the Bitcoin Up trading robot. After submitting some details, you’ll have your membership approved if you meet the criteria. You’ll then gain access to the renowned trading software.
 
Make your initial deposit – It’s very affordable to get started on the Bitcoin Up platform and only requires a deposit of $250. Any profit made on this can be reinvested into crypto or withdrawn into fiat currency.

Begin Trading – The final step is to start trading on the digital financial markets! With a wealth of digital currencies on offer, it won’t take long for you to build an impressive portfolio. Our 24/7 support team is on hand to advise you whenever you may need it.

               

            

         
   

         
        
         
            
               The Company Behind

               	
                     500000+

                     Bicycles
                  
	
                     5

                     Countries
                  
	
                     40

                     Cities
                  
	
                     30million

                     Users
                  
	
                     180million

                     Rides
                  
	
                     300+

                     Employees
                  


            

         


               
            
               
                  Benefits of Bitcoin Up?



There’s a reason why Bitcoin Up has developed such a large userbase over the past few years. It spans the globe and many Bitcoin Up enthusiasts attest to the functionality of the platform through features like:

It’s suitable for beginners - The world of Cryptocurrency can be daunting for beginners. Bitcoin Up makes it its mission to make buying, trading, and learning about decentralized currency seamless.

It’s safe – It’s no secret that the crypto sphere is a target for cybercriminals. Bitcoin Up follows the most up-to-date security protocols to protect you and your investment.

It offers fast withdrawals – When you’ve made profits on crypto, it should be yours to do with as you like. So whilst we can’t promise you profits, we do promise fast withdrawals on any you make.

               

            

         
 
         
         
            
               Selected Investors & Strategic Partners

               	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	


            

         

      

      
      
         Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

         
            	Is this trading robot legit?
	
                  Bitcoin Up software functions as a trading platform that attempts to generate a profit by trading cryptocurrencies.

                     This trading system has been featured in the mainstream press and discussed by various respected analysts.

                     Overall, it’s legit.

               
	How much does Bitcoin Up software cost?
	
                  Bitcoin Up software is free to sign up but you can start trading with an initial $250 deposit

               
	Is there a mobile app for the trading system?
	
                  Absolutely! 
 You can trade on the move with Bitcoin Up as it has a handy desktop and mobile version which works on Android.

               
	What other cryptocurrencies are offered by the trading platform?
	
                  Whilst Bitcoin might be in the name, that’s not all that’s offered by us.

                     We have a range of cryptocurrencies to invest in from Binance Coin to Ethereum.

               


               

               

                Disclaimer:
Please be informed that as of 2022, Uchain is rebranding to Bitcoin Up. More information you can find in the section What is Bitcoin Up?
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